
Lady Hawks Session Management and Instructional Procedures 
 

 
1. Shooters register in one of two categories: New Lady Hawks or Returning 2019 Lady Hawks. 

2. Each session begins with all shooters (New and Returning) receiving fundamentals of 

shooting taught in the classroom and reinforced on the firing line in Bay 16. 

3. Max shooter to instructor ratio: 4:1. 

4. Max number of shooters: 12 (assumes three instructors). 

5. No max number of shooters established by registration category; when 12 have registered, 

registration is closed. 

6. Returning Lady Hawks have registration priority for the first week after registration opens. 

7. Walk-ins are on a space available basis regardless of category. 

8. On the firing line each Instructor has a firing station consisting of two firing points. 

9. Each firing point has a table at the firing line and a target positioned at five to 15 yards. 

10. The current version of the Lady Hawks Range Procedures and Commands applies to the 

operation and control of the firing line in Bay 16. 

11. At the start of each session one instructor will be designated as Range Master to open the 

firing line, get guns on and off of the firing line, to call the line hot or cold, and to close the 

firing line at the end of instruction. 

12. The conduct of instruction for her/his four shooters is at the discretion of each individual 

instructor and is based on her/his assessment of each shooter’s skills and needs. 

13. Instructors will teach to two levels of instruction: the fundamentals or basic level and a 

slightly higher intermediate or skills building level.  The major differences between the 

levels are: 

a. The fundamentals level focuses on safely handling a gun (muzzle control, trigger finger 

control, racking and clearing, etc.), preparing a gun to be fired, slow firing, and rendering a 

gun safe (i.e., cleared); the mechanics of grip, stance, sight alignment/picture, hold and 

breath control, trigger press, and follow through.  Shooter success is demonstrated by 

successfully completing a series of fundamental skills tasks. 

b. The intermediate level focuses on reinforcing the tasks taught at the fundamentals level and 

adds skills building tasks of reloading, shot placement, strong and support hand only 

shooting, and increased or decreased distances (or target sizes).  Use of holsters and par 

times may be added at the instructor’s discretion.  Shooter success is demonstrated by 

successfully completing a series of skill-building tasks. 

14. An instructor has the option of separating basic and intermediate shooters on her/his firing 

station by having one level use one firing point and the other level the other firing point. 

15. Shooters who successfully demonstrate the skills at the intermediate level will be offered 

the opportunity to move to Bay 15 and engage in problem solving scenarios at an advanced 

level.  Advanced level may be offered only a limited number of times during the season 

depending on the numbers of shooters who are ready. 
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